
Cute images
belie reality of
exploitation
Unsuspecting new dog owners are buying into a hidden
industry of puppy farms, SARINA TALIP writes

ary Porter still
remembers how
abandoned ani-
mals were
destroyed when
she was a child
growing up in
the 1940s and

early 1950s. The Ginninderra MLA
spent the first 11 years of her life in
England, where her father worked at
the waterworks in the town of Purley
in Surrey.

He used to look after the engines
in the pumping station and they had
big furnaces at the pumping station
and when they used to euthanise the
animals, they used to bring them in
and put them in the furnaces."

Disposing of animals in this way
seems cruel by today's standards.
But in Australia there is a hidden
industry of puppy farms where
bitches living in cramped, squalid
conditions produce litters every six
months, their dropped uteruses and
sagging teats evidence of the exhaus-
tion of regular birth.

These puppy farms flood the mar-
ket with animals but more than a
quarter of a million healthy cats and
dogs are destroyed in Australia every
year because there are not enough
homes for them all. The oversupply
forced ACT authorities to put down
dozens more dogs this year. Dom-
estic Animal Services euthanised 209
dogs this financial year, 20 per cent
more than the 172 dogs put down in

2008-09. The RSPCA put down 1133
cats and 98 dogs this financial year,
slightly fewer animals than in
2008-09. Reasons range from illness
to old age but overwhelmingly ani-
mals are put down because their
"behavioural problems" mean they
cannot be rehomed. Dogs produced
on puppy farms can become aggress-
ive later in life and attack humans.

RSPCA ACT chief executive
Michael Linke likens the intensive
dog-breeding operations to the
cruellest of battery chicken farms.

"Dogs are social animals and seek
out the companionship of humans."
Adult dogs and puppies at farms
receive very little if any human
interaction, missing out on crucial
socialisation.

And often if you order one over
the internet you don't even get to see
or meet the puppy beforehand.
Shelters and pounds are left to undo
the damage, which in many cases
cannot be undone."

But if Porter has her way, the
$5 billion domestic pet market could
soon be bitten by stricter laws. She
hopes to issue a discussion paper
next month and plans to push
through the first mandatory code for
animal owners, breeders and sellers
in Australia. While shelters already
check the conditions in which an
animal is going to live (size of yard,
age of children, whether or not the
owner is home during the day),

Porter wants pet shops and breeders
to do the same. Porter also wants
laws to make it compulsory for
published dog advertisements to
contain the breeder's specifics,
including address and identification
number. To ensure animals receive
proper veterinary care, she recom-

mends some kind of
data sharing sys-

tem" between pet
shops or shelters, vet-
erinary clinics and
the Department of
Territory and Munici-
pal Services. At pet
shops or shelters,
new owners would
have to register their
animal and book into
veterinary clinics for
operations, with
details forwarded to
TaMS. Worm and
vaccination
schedules would also
be compulsory. "Cer-
tainly it's a disincen-
tive not to have an
operation having
paid for it," Porter
says. "However,
someone may choose
to pay for it and still
not follow through,
so should we have a
way of checking
whether that animal
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has actually turned up at the surgery
and had the operation?" Internet
sales also concern her because they
are completely unregulated.

We are not an island in the ACT
and people can order an animal
online from anywhere in Australia."

Linke says puppy and kitten far-
mers set themselves up in remote,
rural areas "away from prying eyes".
He estimates there are "dozens" in
Queensland and some in western
NSW and Victoria. The RSPCA has
conducted high-profile raids on
puppy farms in the past three years,
including one facility "north of Can-
berra" where 30 dogs and 30 rabbits
destined for the pet shop market
were being kept in filthy, hot condi-
tions. "There was no water, no food,
and they were all crammed in
together in the space the size of a
garage, all shoved in together in cage
upon cage upon cage."

He was alerted to another puppy
farm in Yass when an owner surren-
dered a black poodle-cross. "That's
often how we find about them:
somebody surrenders the dog and

Shelters and
pounds are left
to undo the
damage, which
in many cases
cannot be
undone.

RESCUE BUYS: Mary
Porter with puppies at
the RSPCA in Weston
which deals with the
fallout from backyard
breeders and puppy
farms. Photo: GRAHAM
TIDY

tells us, we alert our inspectors and
they go and find them."

There are no puppy farms in the
ACT, although Linke estimates there
are "hundreds" of what he calls
"backyard breeders" who advertise
on the internet, in printed media, or
by "sticking a cardboard poster in
their front yard saying puppies for
sale".

It's hard to say how many there are
because it is unregulated, although
the RSPCA studied the number of
advertisements in print media in the
ACT and found that 1773 puppie:
were advertised in 2009, with on13
0.5 per cent desexed.

One person advertised 204 times
so that's four ads per week. So yot
would think they're unregulated,'
Linke says.

The problem with backyarc
breeders is not only that anima
welfare services have no idea hom
many animals are "out there", it':
also that pups and kittens miss oui
on veterinary care. A Pomeramar
puppy surrendered a few weeks agc
had a grade 5 heart murmur anc

went into congestive heart failure a]
nine weeks of age. A Pomeraniar
puppy will sell for $800.

If the breeder had the puppie:
checked at birth by a vet, that coulc
have been picked up," Linke says.

The rise of the hybrid dog such a:
the cavoodle, groodle, spoodle anc
labradoodle also worries Linke. The3
are marketed for their fluffy cutenes:
and their "hypoallergenic qualities"

Simon Mills, president of Dog:
ACT, part of the Australian Nationa
Kennel Council, says his organis.
ation has "no involvement with the
puppy farmers or petshops" anc
would "absolutely" support a crack.
down on dodgy breeders.

"Their ideals are odds with otu
ethics and core concerns," he says.

Milan Kundera was perhaps righ
when he wrote that mankind's true
moral tests consists of its attitude
towards those who are at its mercy
animals.

Sarina Talip is a staff reporter.
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